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ABOUT EXPERIENCES CANADAABOUT EXPERIENCES CANADA
Experiences Canada is a national registered charity that is 
dedicated to helping young Canadians explore their country 
and connect with one another in ways they never may have 
imagined through reciprocal exchanges, forums, and other 
experiential learning opportunities.

For over 85 years, Experiences Canada has empowered young people
to get involved in their communities by allowing them to explore and
learn more about Canada and its diverse histories and cultures. We
offer transformative learning opportunities that are accessible to
youth across Canada – creating fun, safe, and memorable experiences
that deepen young people’s connection to their community and their
country, enrich personal relationships, build confidence, and gain new 
skills and knowledge. We open young peoples’ minds and 
involve them in the larger world. Learn more about our 
exciting programs this Spring. 
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Experiences Canada provides in-person
exchanges (ages 12 to 18) and virtual
exchanges (ages 8 and above) that allow
youth to improve their understanding of a
second language, learn about a new
regions culture, overcome social
obstacles and bias, create lasting
connections, all while gaining self-
confidence. There is an exchange
opportunity for any group, whether you
want to connect youth through sport, the
arts, language and culture, or social
justice!

In-Person Exchanges
Virtual Exchanges

Experiences Canada forums are designed
to educate and connect young people
while following curricula from grades 7-12
in STEM, social studies, creative studies,
and second language learning. These in-
person and online programs aim to
empower youth to be more involved in
current affairs as well as support
secondary school educators who are
looking for innovative resources that
support their learning plans.

Virtual Forums
Anti-Racism Conversations

Reconciliation Conversations

Experiences Canada provides
opportunities for youth to have a better
understanding of themselves in the
scope of a larger world. We've developed
a number of programs, workshops, and
customizable materials to assist youth in
making decisions regarding career
alternatives, employment opportunities,
extracurricular activities, and other
measures they can take to achieve their
goals.

Career Choices
Youth Opportunities

Online Workshops

programs overviewprograms overview
forums & onlineforums & online
conversationsconversations

in-person & virtualin-person & virtual
exchangesexchanges

youth development &youth development &  
career choicescareer choices
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Experiences Canada is excited to once again be
assisting youth travel across Canada to explore their
country in ways they never may have imagined. For
authorized groups of 10-30 young people, Experiences
Canada will cover all travel expenses.  Our reciprocal
exchanges provide young Canadians with once in a
lifetime opportunities that allow them to develop
lasting life skills and self-confidence, make new
friends, gain a deeper understanding of Canada's
history and cultures and motivate them to become
more actively involved in their communities.

in-person exchangesin-person exchanges freefree  
travel!travel!

Age range: 12 to 18 years
Dates: Applications are now year round. Apply
today! www.experiencescanada.ca/exchanges
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TRAVEL!
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tHIS! iS cANADA: iNTERACTIVE MAPtHIS! iS cANADA: iNTERACTIVE MAP

Experience a virtual tourExperience a virtual tour

of Canada as seenof Canada as seen

through the eyes of ourthrough the eyes of our

youth and explore youryouth and explore your
next exchangenext exchange

destination with ourdestination with our
interactive map!interactive map!

https://voilacanada.experiencescanada.ca/
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june 9-11, 2023june 9-11, 2023

bmo ifl center, torontobmo ifl center, toronto HOTEL & MEALS COVEREDHOTEL & MEALS COVERED

EXPERIENCES CANADA'S INAUGURAL CONFERENCEEXPERIENCES CANADA'S INAUGURAL CONFERENCE

learning by adventurelearning by adventure
Experiences Canada’s inaugural conference: “Learn by Adventure”

launches this June! Join Canada’s educators and youth leaders in Toronto
at the BMO IFL Center from June 9-11th, 2023 for an exciting and

educational weekend like no other. Discover information sessions and
workshops highlighting various elements of youth development and
learning through travel, along with Q&A’s, guest speakers, and more!

Interested in taking a
group on exchange but
dont know where to
start?

New to exchanges and
want to learn from
seasoned organisers?

Experienced Organisers
looking to meet like-
minded peers (and
maybe your next twin!)?

www.experiencescanada.ca/pd-conference/

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?WHO SHOULD ATTEND?

THIS IS FOR YOU!THIS IS FOR YOU!

https://experiencescanada.ca/pd-conference/


iLONA dOUGHERTYiLONA dOUGHERTY

FUNDRAISING

CROSS CULTURAL
AWARENESS

SUMMER PROGRAMS

SAFETALK

TEACHING RESOURCES

TRAVEL TIPS AND
INSURANCE

REG ISTER HEREREG ISTER HERE !!

key note speakerkey note speakerdiscussions & workshopsdiscussions & workshops
POSITIVE YOUTH
DEVELOPMENT

GAP YEAR: SUPPORT
EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING

TRAVELING WITH YOUTH
WITH DISABILITIES

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSd7_gLkBxxlTLLrbpRPwNWuC4jFdJdIYMSZiPy1LKC3_uJb6w/viewform?usp=sf_link


learning reSourceslearning reSources
Following the near completion of our virtual forum series, we've been working hard to organize interactive, online
resources based on the various topics explored throughout the forums. These resources are designed to
educate and create dialogue among young people across the country and have been developed in-line with
curricula from grades 7-12. Each topic includes a virtual webinar, discussion guide, and interactive activity for
participants to complete. 

CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING TOPICS:CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING TOPICS:

www.experiencescanada.ca/virtual-forums/

rECONCILIATION DIVERSITY & INCLUSION CLIMATE CHANGE SHAPE YOUR PATH STEM & THE DIGITAL
WORLD

https://experiencescanada.ca/reconciliation/
https://experiencescanada.ca/shape-your-path/
https://experiencescanada.ca/climate-change/
https://experiencescanada.ca/diversity-inclusion/
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bUDGETINGbUDGETING

MONEY 101MONEY 101

cREDIT & DEBTcREDIT & DEBT

ECONOMICSECONOMICS  iNVESTMENTSiNVESTMENTS  

                       Financial literacy is challenging for many Canadian youth. Although 
there is a vast amount of information available, it is not presented to youth in an 
easily accessible way, or in a format that is relevant for high school and post-secondary 
students   . Experiences Canada will offer online experiential learning programs for 
Canadian youth between the ages of 15 and 25. The first is a series of webinars and learning resources to
be offered in both English and French that examine basic financial literacy skills to support youth in
planning and managing their first years of post-secondary life.



RECORDEDRECORDED
WEBINARSWEBINARS

TEACHINGTEACHING
RESOURCESRESOURCES

Our Career choices program provides online
resources to support youth in planning for post-
secondary. The goal is to help teachers and anyone
working with youth navigate and support them in
discovering the many possibilities after high school,
sort through online resources, and build their
awareness and confidence in their skills.

Age range: Youth ages 14-25 
These resources support Career Studies curricula and
any professionals working with youth. 

www.experiencescanada.ca/career-choices/

ONLINEONLINE
LEARNINGLEARNING
MODULESMODULES

criminal lawyercriminal lawyer

cAREER VLOGS

DATA SCIENTISTDATA SCIENTIST fINANCIAL ANALYSTfINANCIAL ANALYST
+ MANY MORE!+ MANY MORE!

https://experiencescanada.talentlms.com/
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https://experiencescanada.ca/career-choices/career-vlogs/


Experiences Canada’s Black Lives Matter & Anti Racism Conversations series aims to increase the
capacity of youth to engage in Anti-Racism conversations.
We have provided lesson plans and easy-to-follow discussion guides to provide further instruction on
anti-racism and racism in Canada. 

bLACK lIVES mATTER & aNTI-rACISM rESOURCES

View the Resources: www.experiencescanada.ca/anti-racism-conversations/

Experiences Canada’s Reconciliation Conversations series includes online seminars and resources to
maintain youth interest and awareness regarding issues of reconciliation.
We have provided lesson plans and discussion guides to encourage conversation and inquiry among
Indigenous and non-Indigenous youth, while ensuring a safe space for youth to communicate.

rECONCILIATION rESOURCES

visit our website for more teaching resources: 

View the Resources: www.experiencescanada.ca/reconciliation-conversations/

tEACHING RESOURCEStEACHING RESOURCES

www.experiencescanada.ca/resources

https://experiencescanada.ca/forums-conversations/anti-racism-conversations/
https://experiencescanada.ca/forums-conversations/reconciliation-conversations/reconciliation-conversation-teaching/
https://experiencescanada.ca/resources/


Experiences Canada helps build confidence and
skills among Canadian youth through exchanges,
youth forums, and other opportunities where they
can learn about themselves and one another.

Every contribution, regardless of size, guarantees
that Experiences Canada can keep engaging young
people in a changing world and expanding their
minds one experience at a time.

Please be aware that a tax receipt will be issued
automatically for every donation of $20 or more.

donate today at:

donate
today!

www.experiencescanada.ca/donate/

https://experiencescanada.ca/donate/


find us on social mediafind us on social media

Experiences Canada

Facebook
@experiencescan

Twitter
Experiences Canada

Instagram
Experiences Canada

LinkedIn
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